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Type Varieties on 1929 National Bank Notes
By PETER HUNTOON

711HE introduction in 1929 of small-size National Bank
I 1 Notes marked a historical first in the production

of United States currency. The bank information
for each bank—including the bank title, location, charter
number, and signatures—was overprinted from a single
logotype plate regardless of denomination. Prior to this
innovative change, the Bureau of Engraving and Print-
ing was obligated to prepare individually and to main-
tain a stock of face plates of each denomination for
every National Bank that issued currency. Obviously.
the old practice required the burdensome storage of
thousands ol face plates.

The overprints on the 1929 Nationals were printed
from logotypes. As shown on Figure 1, a logotype is
a printing plate that employs a raised surface. The
raised portion is inked and prints the design as it is
pressed against the paper. The logotypes were probably
prepared by a photoetching process. If this is the case,
a typesetter designed the layout using set type and sample
bank signatures. The layout was then photographed
and the negative of the photograph was used to expose
the photosensitive surface of a plate. The unexposed
portion of the plate was then etched. leaving the over-
print in relief on the plate.

Figure 1. A slug of type showing the topographi-
cally raised printing surface

Logotype printing is exactly opposite to intaglio print-
ing. An intaglio plate contains recesses that are en-

graved into the smooth surface of a plate. These are
filled with ink, and the smooth surface is wiped clean.
When the paper is pressed against the plate, the ink in
the recesses adheres to the surface of the paper, form-
ing the printed impression. The intaglio method is used
where fine detail is required and is the process used
to print the basic face and back designs of our currency.

This paper is concerned with the different varieties
of type used to overprint the bank title and location from
the logotypes. The first information on these varieties
appeared in the Standard Handbook of Modern U. S.
Currency, Second Edition, 1969. Since then, revisions
have appeared in the Third Edition of the "Standard
Handbook." 1971, and also in The National Rank Note
Issues of 1929-1935 in 1973.

Type Varieties

As logotypes were prepared, it was necessary to fit
a great deal of information into a rather small space to
the left of the portrait. This problem was particularly
acute for banks with long titles or long town names.
Consequently, the typesetter was provided with several
sizes and varieties of type, which he was allowed to use
with a fair degree of freedom in designing layouts. Be-
cause of this, there are many varieties and endless com-
binations for an earnest collector to pursue and enjoy.

Type is classified by several characteristics, including
the typeface. height, visual weight, and compactness of
the capital letters. In printing parlance, the height of
a letter is generally indicated by the size of the metal
slug on which it is stamped (see Figure D . A point
system is used to measure type, in which approximately
72 points equals one inch. Unfortunately, the printed
capital letter is usually two to four points smaller than
the slug, so it is impossible to gauge precisely the point
size of a typeface by measuring a printed letter. For
the purposes of this paper, the approximate height of the
printed letter in inches will be used to describe the
height of the type.

Visual weight refers to the thickness of the lines that
comprise a letter. Printed letters that appear dark
and heavy are called boldface.

The width of a letter is gauged by its degree of com-
pactness. Varieties with perfectly round O's are nor-
mal: those with fat, squat O's are expanded; and those
with narrow, tall-looking O's are condensed. Several
degrees of condensation and expansion are possible for
a particular typeface.

Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the different varieties of
type that the writer has been able to identify. Although
these are not reproduced actual size, they can be com-
pared with a note using the height listed. When making
comparisons. pay particular attention to the O's, which
are diagnostically the most significant letters. The writ-
er is confident that most of the typefaces used to print
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Bank Title

Height (inch)

SOUTHWEST LOUISIANA AT 0.08

THE 0.08

BANK AND TRUST COMPANY OF 0.08

STOCKGROWERS AND 0.10

THE FIRST-STAMFORD 0.10

NATIONAL BANK AND 0.10

THE LOUISA COUNT!' 0.11

CHARLOTTE NATIONAL BANK 0.11

TRUST COMPANY OF 0.11

ALBUQUERQUE NATIONAL 0.12

NATIONAL BANK OF 0.12

NATIONAL BANK OF 0.12

Style 

Pastel bold condensed

Pastel bold

Gothic condensed

American extra condensed

American bold very condensed

American very condensed

American extremely condensed

American extra condensed

American very condensed

American extra condensed

American very condensed

Gothic condensed

American extra condensed

Gothic condensed

0 0
Figure 2. Typefaces used to print the bank title

State

NEW MEXICO

CONNECTICUT

MISSOURI

IOWA

RHODE ISLAND

Height (inch) 

0.05

0.05

0.055

0.06

0.06

Style 

Pastel

Pastel bold expanded

Pastel

Pastel very condensed

Pastel

WISCONSIN
	

0.07
	

Pastel condensed

PENNSYLVANIA 	 0.07 	 Pastel

Figure 4. Typefaces used to print the state
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Town Name

Style 

Gravure

Gravure expanded

Gravure very expanded

Gravure extra condensed

Gravure very condensed

Gravure condensed

Gravure

Gravure expanded

Gravure very expanded

Height	 (inch)

MILTON 0.10

GLOVERSVILLE 0.10

STAMFORD 0.10

WHITE RIVER JUNCTION 0.11

COLUMBUS JUNCTION 0.11

WISCONSIN RAPIDS 0.11

PROVIDENCE 0.11

ALBUQUERQUE 0.11

ALBUQUERQUE 0.11

DOWNINGTOWN 0.12

WAPAKONETA 0.12

ALBUQUERQUE 0.12

SPARTANBURG 0.12

CASTLETON ON HUDSON 0.12

Figure 3. Typefaces used

Gravure condensed

Gravure

Gravure expanded

Gothic condensed

Gothic hold condensed

to print the town name

the bank titles and town names are represented. How-
ever, it is very likely that several additional state varie-
ties exist, because it is exceedingly difficult to distinguish
between them due to the smallness of the type.

There is a great variation in the quality of printed
letters on the 1929 notes. This is attributed in part to
worn plates, but it probably resulted more commonly
from poor transfers of the layout to the logotype plate.
Because of these factors, the overprints for some banks
appear more crisp than others, which makes compari-
sons difficult. To illustrate the degree of variation, com-
pare the charter numbers in Figure 5. Presumably
all the charter numbers were identical in size and bold-
ness, so the discernible variations presumably result
from differences in the quality of the transfer from the
layout to the logotype. Charter Number 1327 of Figure
5 is normal.

The rarest bank titles are the 0.08-inch sizes. The
Pastel bold "THE" is, by far, the rarest. The rarest
town names are the Gothic varieties. The condensed
Gravure varieties were reserved for long town names and
are somewhat scarce, particularly the 0.11-inch very con-
densed and extra condensed Gravure varieties. None of
the state varieties are particularly scarce.

It is most unusual to find notes with mixed typefaces
in the hank title. The only two examples of mixed type-
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v.)Typeface Varieties

About the only criterion that had to be met when a
typesetter laid out the bank title and location was that this
information had to fit into the space to the left of the
portrait. Consequently, there are innumerable varieties
both in type and format for similar titles on 1929 notes.
In general, the typesetters seemed to prefer American
titles and Gravure town names. However, a few mav-
erick typefaces are found.
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Figure 5. Variations in the visual weight
of charter numbers resulting from differ-
ing quality of the transfer from the lay-
out to the logotype; number 1327 is

normal.
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Figure 6. Pastel bold "THE" mixed with Gothic type-
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THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF
WASHINGTON
COURT HOUSE

OHIO

THE FIRST
NATIONAL BANK OF

CAPE MAY
COURT HOUSE

N EW  ERSE Y

Figure 7. Two-line town names

Figure 8. Overprint varieties for the Albuquerque
National Trust and Savings Bank

Gothic varieties. However, town names exceeding 20
letters and blanks could not he handled with the type-
faces known to the writer. Figure 7 shows two interest-
ing examples of two-line town names that appear on 1929
Nationals. Other banks with two-line town names are
certain to exist.

faces known to the writer are shown in Figure 6. Both
use a 0.08-inch Pastel hold combined with a 0.12-inch
Gothic condensed. The 0.08-inch Pastel bold "THE"
used by these two banks is identical to the "THE" of
Series of 1929 Federal Reserve Bank Notes.

Two-Line Town Names

I t is very unusual for the town name to extend to two
lines. As shown on Figure 3. names containing up to 20
letters and spaces could he accommodated by using 0.11-
inch Gravure extra condensed or one of the 0.12-inch

Format Varieties on the Same Bank

Different overprints for the same hank are very com-
mon. There are many reasons why a new logotype could
have been prepared, such as accidental damage to the
original, wear, a signature change, or possibly an objec-
tion to the layout by a bank official. When a new logo-
type was ordered, the typesetter appears to have been
free to redesign it if he wished.

Figure 8 shows four notes from the Albuquerque Na-
tional Trust and Saving Bank. The earliest note is the
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FIRST' MECHANICS 	 WILKES-BARRE

	THE FIRST-STAMFORD
	

SANTA FE
THE FARMERS'
	

O'FALLON
THE CITIZENS'
	

SOUTH ST. PAUL

THE PEOPLE'S
	

ST. LOUIS
THE BOATMEN'S
	

MT. AUBURN
CITIZENS'
	

McCONNELSVILLE
	it TRUST COMPANY OF	 McCOOK

THE ST.AUGUSTINE

THE McCOOK
	 SAN JOSE

Figure 9. Special symbols

$5 with serial D004099A signed by Porterfield and Kass-
man. Something happened to this logotype and it was
replaced with the entirely new layout used to print the
$5 with serial F004661A. Not only were the words
rearranged, but also the height of type was reduced along
with the size of the signatures. The $10 with serial
A003806A shows a change in the cashier's signature
from Porterfield to Love, but the rest of the layout
remained identical to the layout on the $5 serial
F004661A. The Type 2 820 is included to illustrate
that no change in logotype took place between the Type
1 and Type 2 printings.

Special Symbols

There were numerous special symbols used to print
the titles and town names. These include hyphens, apos-
trophies, ampersands, periods, accent marks, and con-
tractive "C's." A few of these varieties are shown in
Figure 9. There is no end to the variations in these
symbols; in fact, it is difficult to find two identical hy-
phens or apostrophies for a given size of a particular
typeface.

Names of Typefaces

There is considerable doubt that the names used for
the various typefaces listed in Figures 2, 3, and 4 are
technically correct. The names American, Go t h i c,
Gravure, and . Pastel were supplied to the writer in a
letter dated July 16, 1968 from Louis B. Cook, As-
sistant Chief, Office of Research and Technical Ser-
vices, Bureau of Engraving and Printing based on
samples supplied to Mr. Cook. However, Mr. Cook
states: "Our records do not reflect the style of type used
to produce the various overprints . . . Although we can-
not be positive, we are of the opinion that this old type

was purchased from the American Type Founders Com-
pany. The Bureau made this type up into logotypes."
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Christmas Currency Checklist

Appropriate to the season is a new mimeographed, 81/2
x 11, clearly illustrated booklet entitled "Christmas Cur-
rency—An Illustrated Trial List," authored and published
by Larry L. Ruehlen, 20614 Kenosha St., Harper Woods,
MI 48225 (SPMC 2899). Included are obsolete notes and
scrip with Christmas motifs. In his introduction, the
author states that values have been purposely omitted
so that they may be studied more comprehensively.
Dollar values will be included in an expanded hardbound
book Mr. Ruehlen is co-authoring with Arlie Slabaugh.
It is scheduled for release in September, 1974.
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